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Ruin Nov 28 2019 Juliette had it all. The perfect job, perfect home, perfect fiancé...or so it seemed.Daniel was once the love of her life,
but as time went by his hunger for power and success caused them to slowly drift apart.When Juliette's relationship with Daniel hits an alltime low, her life is turned upside down when she meets the enigmatic man with sapphire blue eyes and a bad boy smirk.Knox is everything she
thought she never wanted. Impulsive, reckless, cocky, and completely unpredictable. He opens her eyes to a whole new world of excitement and
passion, causing her to question every decision she's ever made.Now, Juliette needs to choose between a life she's always known, and a man
who can't promise her tomorrow...but give her his all today.
Marked Jul 05 2020 Enter the dark, magical world of the House of Night series by bestselling authors P.C. Cast and Kristin Cast, a world
very much like our own, except here vampyres have always existed. One minute, sixteen-year-old Zoey Redbird is a normal teenager dealing
with everyday high school stress: her cute boyfriend Heath, the school's star quarterback who suddenly seems more interested in partying
than playing ball; her nosy frenemy Kayla, who's way too concerned with how things are going with Heath; her uber-tough geometry test
tomorrow. The next, she's Marked as a fledgling vampyre, forcing her to leave her ordinary life behind and join the House of Night, a
boarding school where she will train to become an adult vampyre. That is, if she makes it through the Change—and not all of those who are
Marked do. It sucks to begin a new life, especially away from her friends, and on top of that, Zoey is no average fledgling. She has been
chosen as special by the vampyre Goddess, Nyx. Zoey discovers she has amazing powers, but along with her powers come bloodlust and an
unfortunate ability to Imprint with Heath, who just doesn't know how to take "no" for an answer. To add to her stress, she is not the only
fledgling at the House of Night with special powers: when she discovers that the leader of the Dark Daughters, the school's most elite
group, is misusing her Goddess-given gifts, Zoey must look deep within herself for the courage to embrace her destiny—with a little help
from her new vampyre friends.
Betrayed By A Vampire Apr 25 2022 Emily and Jagger are back! Emily's coping with the fact that Jagger's a vampire, and especially with how
Jagger is so longing to bite her, since he's finally found the girl he's willing to spend eternity with. Will she give in? Sequel to Dark
Vampire Knight:TO LOVE A VAMPIRE. Book Two of the Dark Vampire Knight Series.
Ravaged (Vampire Awakenings, Book 7) May 03 2020 Darkness calls to Aiden, and he’s fighting a losing battle. Since the day he stopped
aging, it’s threatened to consume him. He only hopes someone kills him before he gives in to the savage nature fighting for control. Just
when he believes he’ll lose the battle, he encounters Maggie, and for the first time in years, he has hope for his future. After growing up
without a stable home, Maggie enjoys the security she’s worked so hard to attain. Everything changes the night Aiden lands in her ambulance.
Now, not only does she stand to lose everything, but she’s forced to consider that the mother she believed insane might have been telling
the truth. As their relationship deepens, Maggie finds herself learning to trust another for the first time in years. Just as she’s
beginning to think they might have a future, circumstances force them apart. When Aiden spirals into madness, his family is forced to watch
helplessly and wonder... Can Maggie bring him back from the darkness ravaging his soul, or is it too late to save him? ***Due to sexual
content, violence, and language, this book is recommended for readers 18+ years of age.*** Keyword: Secret heritage strong heroine psychic
powers contemporary fantasy fiction family romance strong heroine psychic powers urban fantasy romantic fantasy for adults psychic powers
strong male lead mythical creatures new adult dark romance supernatural suspense steamy romance action adventure thriller overcoming
obstacles new adult dark romance for adults adult fantasy romance strong male lead mate books supernatural love story contemporary fantasy
fiction.
Cure Bound Aug 30 2022 Harlow Magic-less and descended from the Sinclair coven, I’m nothing but the cure to vampirism. Vampires have hunted
my family for centuries and I’m no exception. My dark captor claims to not want my blood…for himself. He’s the devil incarnate, but I can’t
bring myself to completely despise him. Not when he tempts me so. Alec I vowed to wipe out the entire Sinclair coven after one of theirs
took what mattered most to me. She’s all that’s left. Driven by centuries of hate and a long-standing vow, I strike the deal: sell her blood
in exchange for her life. It should be simple, until fate intervenes. But then, fate no longer matters...not when my growing feelings toward
her outweigh my vow. Cure Bound is the first book in The Witches’ Bind Trilogy. Cure Bound reads as a standalone, but the trilogy should be
read in order due to the overarching series plot. Cure Bound is a dark vampire romance with content some readers may find triggering.
Trigger warnings include dubious consent, explicit sexual content, kidnapping, physical violence, swearing, attempted rape, and death.
Certain Dark Things Feb 21 2022 From Silvia Moreno-Garcia, the New York Times bestselling author of Mexican Gothic, comes Certain Dark
Things, a pulse-pounding neo-noir that reimagines vampire lore. Welcome to Mexico City, an oasis in a sea of vampires. Domingo, a lonely
garbage-collecting street kid, is just trying to survive its heavily policed streets when a jaded vampire on the run swoops into his life.
Atl, the descendant of Aztec blood drinkers, is smart, beautiful, and dangerous. Domingo is mesmerized. Atl needs to quickly escape the
city, far from the rival narco-vampire clan relentlessly pursuing her. Her plan doesn’t include Domingo, but little by little, Atl finds
herself warming up to the scrappy young man and his undeniable charm. As the trail of corpses stretches behind her, local cops and crime
bosses both start closing in. Vampires, humans, cops, and criminals collide in the dark streets of Mexico City. Do Atl and Domingo even
stand a chance of making it out alive? Or will the city devour them all? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Dark Prince Jun 15 2021 There are only two ways a human can cross the gates of Bloodstone Institute: as a familiar to one of the Blueblood
vampires who attend the elite school or as a snack. I'm neither, but I have to get in at all costs. My brother made a big mistake, and now I
have to fix it by stealing from the most powerful and cruel vampire to ever come to Bloodstone, Lucca Della Morte. If that wasn't almost
suicidal, I need to get it done before the spell concealing my human nature wears off. But I forget that I'm only pretending to be a
vampire. I'm still human and susceptible to Lucca's dangerous allure. His darkness calls to my soul. His savagery makes my blood sing. I'm
falling for the dark prince, craving him in a visceral way that's frightening and exciting at the same time. If he discovers my secret,
he'll destroy me. And yet, I can't help wanting to get closer. I never thought I had a death wish until I met him.
Dark Obsession Mar 13 2021 A vicious demonic plot. A curse decades in the making. An epic love that burns hotter than the very fires of
hell? Charlotte... All Charley's nightmares are real. Demons. Dark witches. Her murderous uncle. With her soul bound to an ancient demon
lord and her sister taken captive by a monster, hope is in short supply. But Charley will not go down without a fight. Not when it comes to
her sister, and not when it comes to the vampire king who's claimed her heart. Even if it means siding with a brutal enemy from her past.
Even if it means making a choice that will alter the course of her life? for eternity. Dorian.... Dorian never wanted his father's crown or
the secrets that came with it. He never wanted to fall in love with the seductive stranger he'd ravaged in a closet, either. But fate had
other plans. Now, with the enemies of House Redthorne lurking in every shadow, demons threatening to destroy his city, and an ancient lord
of hell laying claim on the woman who's set Dorian's very soul on fire, the vampire king has only one mission: Burn. Them. All. Even if it
means betraying his father's memory. Even if it means making the darkest sacrifice of his immortal life...
Dead Until Dark May 15 2021 Sink your teeth into the first novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Sookie Stackhouse series—the books
that gave life to the Dead and inspired the HBO® original series True Blood. Sookie Stackhouse is just a small-time cocktail waitress in
small-town Bon Temps, Louisiana. She's quiet, doesn't get out much, and tends to mind her own business—except when it comes to her
“disability.” Sookie can read minds. And that doesn’t make her too dateable. Then along comes Bill Compton. He’s tall, dark, handsome—and
Sookie can’t hear a word he’s thinking. He’s exactly the type of guy she’s been waiting for all her life... But Bill has a disability of his

own: he’s a vampire with a bad reputation. And when a string of murders hits Bon Temps—along with a gang of truly nasty bloodsuckers looking
for Bill—Sookie starts to wonder if having a vampire for a boyfriend is such a bright idea.
Tall, Dark & Hungry Aug 06 2020 “Take a bite into fresh, fun vampire comedy…read Lynsay Sands.” —Carly Phillips Nobody does vampire romance
quite like Lynsay Sands! Tall, Dark & Hungry is the fourth book in her insanely popular Argeneau vampire series—and she brilliantly blends
laughter with steamy passion in this story about a British lass who falls hard for a tasty immortal in-law she meets when she crosses the
ocean to attend a cousin’s New York wedding. Paranormal romance is hot, hot, hot! And Lynsay Sands is not only one of the pioneer authors of
this subgenre…she’s one of the very best!
The Dark Bite Dec 30 2019 Vampires are the spawn of the devil. Evil to the core... or so I thought, until one of them saves my life. As a
member of the House of Rose, a division of the Vampire Hunter Society, I've got one of the highest kill records on file. I track my mark and
don't stop until the job is done. That is, until my mark saves my life. Luka Drake isn't like the vampires I've been hunting for the past
five years, and despite the fact that he's a vampire prince fresh out of Magic City Prison for committing God knows what crime, I can't kill
him. My only other option is to walk away and pretend our paths never crossed. I'm about to pull it off but Luka pulls me back, and in the
worst way possible, in a way that changes everything. This is a full-length slow burn paranormal romance for readers that love Jaymin Eve,
Linsey Hall and K.F. Breene.
Dark Deception Aug 18 2021 After ten years of being a successful lawyer in Orange County California, however then suddenly, John Covelli’s
life quickly begins unraveling after his wife’s mysterious disappearance. Tragic stricken, John soon finds that he can no longer make heads
or tails of what is reality. The police all seem to be baffled by the case, and John appears to be the only suspect. After Sarah Covelli has
been declared missing for almost a year, the only clues now seem to be haunting John.
Vampire Sep 18 2021 In the WORLD OF DARKNESS series, this book includes everything necessary for playing the Damned of the Middle Ages,
allowing characters to experience the events that have influenced our age.
Punished Jan 11 2021 When I arrived in Vrakal I wasn't sure what to expect. Humans don't often go to vampire cities, they are dark, chaotic
and lawless places. A small human like me wouldn't last long on her own. I'm barely there for all of fifteen minutes when a huge and
powerful vampire proves me right. He destroys an entire pack of vampires just to claim me. I try to run. No one claims me.That's when I feel
the sting of his discipline for the first time. He bends me over his knee; his strong hands somehow reduce me to a shaking and quivering
mess. Then I realize I might actually be enjoying this.His punishment leaves me howling, sore, defiled, and filled. I'm wondering how much
longer this punishment can go on, but the vampire is only just getting started. He takes me into the dark city. More punishment is in store,
and there's not a chance in hell he's letting me get away. I'm his now, and he can do whatever he wants with me. Publisher's Note: Punished
contains strong sexual scenes, submissive themes, and a powerful alpha vampire with a playful dark side. You have been warned.
Vampire's Faith Jan 29 2020 A psychic doctor discovers her latest coma patient is a vampire in this paranormal romance from the New York
Times–bestselling author of Fated. Vampire Ronan Kayrs wasn’t supposed to survive the savage sacrifice he willingly endured to rid the world
of the ultimate evil. He wasn’t supposed to emerge in this time and place, and he sure as hell wasn’t supposed to finally touch the woman
who’s haunted his dreams for centuries. Yet here he is, in an era where vampires are hidden, the enemy has grown stronger, and his mate has
no idea of the power she holds. Dr. Faith Cooper is flummoxed by irrefutable proof that not only do vampires exist…they’re hot blooded, able
to walk in sunlight, and shockingly sexy. Faith has always depended on science, but the restlessness she feels around this predatory male
defies reason. Especially when it grows into a hunger only he can satisfy—that is if they can survive the evil hunting them both. “If you
want a hot, sexy vampire; a strong, resilient human doctor; action, danger, brotherhood, and warriors with a good dose of romance, love, and
humor, get your hands on Vampire’s Faith.”—Fresh Fiction “Hot and fast from beginning to end.”—Kate Douglas on Fated “Sizzling sex scenes
and a memorable cast.”—Publishers Weekly on Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of action… Zanetti keeps getting better.”—RT
Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.” —Publishers Weekly on Claimed “A fast-paced,
excitement-filled explosion of
Empire of the Vampire Jul 25 2019 THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, AND WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER From New York Times bestselling
author Jay Kristoff comes Empire of the Vampire, the first illustrated volume of an astonishing new dark fantasy saga. From holy cup comes
holy light; The faithful hand sets world aright. And in the Seven Martyrs’ sight, Mere man shall end this endless night. It has been twentyseven long years since the last sunrise. For nearly three decades, vampires have waged war against humanity; building their eternal empire
even as they tear down our own. Now, only a few tiny sparks of light endure in a sea of darkness. Gabriel de León is a silversaint: a member
of a holy brotherhood dedicated to defending realm and church from the creatures of the night. But even the Silver Order could not stem the
tide once daylight failed us, and now, only Gabriel remains. Imprisoned by the very monsters he vowed to destroy, the last silversaint is
forced to tell his story. A story of legendary battles and forbidden love, of faith lost and friendships won, of the Wars of the Blood and
the Forever King and the quest for humanity’s last remaining hope: The Holy Grail.
Broken Sep 06 2020 She's mine. She's my mate. Now I just have to keep her alive.As a Guardian I've got better things to do than babysit a
human. I'm a vampire super-soldier. Looking after some ditzy little doctor is far below my pay grade. But then I realize just what's in
store. A powerful magical artifact. A lost treasure.Doctor Rachel Stone doesn't realize it just yet, but when she uncovers the Halo amulet,
she unearths a whole world of trouble. Every vampire in the world would give his left arm to possess the amulet and the infinite power it
can gift. Now we've got one week to return the amulet before the world is broken forever. During that time I've got to keep my mate alive
and teach her a thing or two about discipline.Luckily for her I'm a gifted teacher. It won't be long before my firm hand has her screaming
for more. Every sin will be punished. I will tame her with the sting of obedience. She'll beg. She'll feel shame. I've got a long, hard,
lesson for her... By the time we're finished she'll be broken.Publisher's Note: Punished contains strong sexual scenes, submissive themes,
and a powerful alpha vampire with a playful dark side. You have been warned.
The Last True Vampire Nov 20 2021 As Michael's eyes lit on a female not twenty feet away, he knew without a doubt that it was her blood
that called to him and her scent that had awakened him.This female had tethered his soul and returned it to him. SOUL SURVIVOR He is the
last of his race. The one true king of the vampires. Michael Aristov roams the nightclubs of L.A. after dark, haunted by his past and driven
by his hunger. The last of the Ancient Ones, he alone has survived the destruction of his race at the hands of the slayers. Now he is forced
to hunt and feed like a common vampire, a creature of lust. Nothing in this world can fulfill his needs...until he meets a woman who's
everything he's ever wanted. And more. SWEET SALVATION Her name is Claire Thompson. Her blood is so sweet, so intoxicating—the smell alone
draws Michael to her like a moth to the flame. Sly, sexy, and seductive, Claire seems to be the only mortal who can satisfy his craving and
seal his fate...forever. Can she be trusted? From their very first kiss, the last true vampire sweeps Claire into a world in which darkness
rules desire—and where falling in love is the greatest danger of all...in The Last True Vampire by Kate Baxter. First in the thrilling new
series!
Taste Dec 10 2020 "Vampire Academy meets Hunger Games." ??????? YABookWormAn arrogant vampire prince. A scarred rebel. A love that could
destroy the kingdom.All I wanted was freedom. Instead, I'm married off to an elite prince; a symbol to unite the two races. It was the
perfect system. My body and blood, in exchange for the healing elixir and the purification engines that guard against the poisonous sky. But
once I reach the palace citadel, I discover more dangers than beasts outside the gates, and more power than I ever imagined.When a buried
secret shatters my identity, I'll do anything to uncover the truth. My immortal husband - the gorgeous prince Damien - is hiding things from
me, and when he discovers who I really am, I'm not sure he'll have the power to save me. But if I can unlock my new abilities, I might be
strong enough to save us both--as long as his father doesn't kill me first.Live together, die apart. It was a perfect system for nearly a
century. Until me."This book slightly reminded me of a mixture of The Selection, The Hunger Games, and Twilight series. Nice sweet
combination of everything great. If you like dystopian romances or scientifically-made vampires, get this one.""A compelling tale full of
raw emotions, tentative romance, beguiling mysteries, dangerous secrets and gut wrenching heartbreak." ????? "This book is better than
Twilight/Vampire Novels. It's so addicting that you won't want to put it down. Dark/Ya/Dystopian at its finest." ????? Fans of Twilight and
Hunger Games are devouring this seductive vampire romance, set in a uniquely dystopian kingdom full of poisonous ash and courtly intrigue.
If you love Gothic literature like Dracula, dark and brooding mysteries, and just enough gore and romance to keep things interesting, this
book will keep you enthralled until the twisted ending.Start reading now
Dark Wine at Midnight Jan 23 2022 Dr. Cerissa Patel's a scientist, not a secret agent. But when the Lux order her to spy on the vampires
she's trying to help, her duty to obey them leaves her no choice, not with the fate of humanity on the line.Her cover story seems easy as
pie: become a vampire's envoy, move to Sierra Escondida, and sign-up investors from among the secret vampire communities to finance her
biotech research lab. At least, it looks easy until an assassination attempt leaves the Hill vampires suspicious of her arrival. They don't
want her--or her research lab--in their small town.Worse, she must ignore her growing attraction to Henry Bautista, a vampire winemaker with
eyes the color of dark bourbon and just as intoxicating--who's hiding his own deep secrets. He's rich, dangerous, and as complex as the
wines he makes, and he will do anything to stop her from hurting his town.With him watching her every move, she must uncover who's behind
the vampire movement to enslave mortals--before Henry discovers what's hidden beneath her skin...Dark Wine at Midnight is book 1 in the Hill
Vampire series.
The Blood is Love Mar 25 2022 From the fog-shrouded bay of San Francisco to the dark cobblestone streets of Helsinki and all the hidden

places in-between, The Blood is Love takes the reader on a sensual and twisted journey deep into Lenore and Solon's lush vampire world in
this thrilling sequel to Black Sunshine. When Lenore Warwick turned twenty-one, she expected lots of bar-hopping, parties with friends, and
the occasional hookup. What she got was the realization that she's both a witch and a vampire, and that there are things in this world that
want her dead. Thank god she has her enigmatic vampire lover, Absolon Stavig, to help show her the ropes. But while Lenore struggles to fit
into her new topsy turvy world, full of blood, sex, and magic, she also has to contend with her messy and complicated love for a vampire who
isn't always what he seems. To make matters worse, her real father, Jeremias, a powerful warlock from the dark side, has professed an
interest in her, while Solon's father, the depraved vampire king Skarde, is intent on destroying everything she loves. When Solon and Lenore
have to travel to Finland to work alongside Solon's charming and vicious brother, Kaleid, in an attempt to defeat Skarde once and for all,
the two of them enter a bloody new world that neither of them are prepared for. Even if their love survives the carnage to come, the chances
of them getting out of there alive are slim. Good thing they like to take their chances.
Sex and the Single Vampire Apr 01 2020 An undying classic from Katie MacAlister, Sex and the Single Vampire is a paranormal romance lover’s
delight, ideal for fans of Lynsay Sands and her Argeneau vampire family novels. This perennial New York Times bestselling author knows what
readers are hungry for: sexy and funny tales of otherworldly passion featuring hot, dark, immortal alpha heroes searching for their happily
forever afters. In Sex and the Single Vampire, MacAlister’s Dark One is an arrogant, studly romance novelist whom struggling “summoner” Alie
mistakes for a specter…and recognizes as the fantasy man who has lately been invading her dreams!
Tall, Dark, and Vampire Nov 01 2022 "Shines with fascinating new characters... Readers will not want to wait for more from the very
talented Humphreys!"—RT Book Reviews, 4 1?2 Stars, Top Pick of the Month Olivia thought her one true love was dead—until he shows up at her
popular Greenwich Village vampire club to investigate a murder. They'd been separated for centuries, but when she sees Doug again, Olivia's
heart knows she'd rather die than lose him again. The last person Olivia expected to turn up at her club was her one true love. It would
normally be great to see him, except he's been dead for centuries. Olivia really thought she had moved on with her immortal life, but as
soon as she sees Doug Paxton, she knows she'd rather die than lose him again. And that's a real problem... Doug is a no-nonsense cop by day,
but his nights are tormented by dreams of a gorgeous redhead who's so much a part of him, she seems to be in his blood. When he meets Olivia
face-to-face, long-buried memories begin to surface. She might be the answer to his prayers...or she might be the dead of him. The Dead in
the City Series: Tall, Dark, and Vampire (Book 1) Vampire Trouble (Book 2) Vampires Never Cry Wolf (Book 3) The Good, the Bad, and the
Vampire (Book 4) Praise for Untamed: "Humphreys's spectacular talent is on full display. She writes scenes with such clarity that you will
feel as if you are...witnessing all the action and romance firsthand. This series is getting better which each book."—RT Book Reviews, 4 1?2
stars "The characters are well-developed, the twist and turns of the plot are well-crafted, and the situations are alternately funny, actionpacked, and sensual."—Fresh Fiction "An excellent paranormal romance with awesome world building and strong leads."—The Romance Reviews
'Salem's Lot Dec 22 2021 #1 BESTSELLER • Ben Mears has returned to Jerusalem’s Lot in hopes that exploring the history of the Marsten
House, an old mansion long the subject of rumor and speculation, will help him cast out his personal devils and provide inspiration for his
new book. But when two young boys venture into the woods, and only one returns alive, Mears begins to realize that something sinister is at
work. In fact, his hometown is under siege from forces of darkness far beyond his imagination. And only he, with a small group of allies,
can hope to contain the evil that is growing within the borders of this small New England town. With this, his second novel, Stephen King
established himself as an indisputable master of American horror, able to transform the old conceits of the genre into something fresh and
all the more frightening for taking place in a familiar, idyllic locale.
The Dark Vampire Nov 08 2020 The second and final part of the Vampire Wars saga! Seattle, 2123 After Robert and Olivia fall in love, they
come to realise that they now have far more to worry about than Olivia’s altered genes. Meanwhile, Anne suddenly finds herself interested in
Dark, the vampire, who does more than confuse her. But none of them have the time for new-found love; the four of them are not only being
pursued by a powerful, ancient vampire, but other enemies, too, who are just as dangerous. Can the four of them defy the perils together and
find happiness?
Zen and the Art of Vampires Jun 27 2022 Is it possible to love two vampires at the same time? View our feature on Katie MacAlister’s Zen
and the Art of Vampires. Pushing forty and alone, Pia Thomason heads to Europe on a singles tour, hoping to find romance. What she finds are
two very handsome, very mysterious, and very undead men. And she learns that where vampires are concerned, love isn’t the only thing at
stake.
Heart of Fury Mar 01 2020 Vampire prince Gabriel Redthorne knew better than to fall in love with a witch. Jacinda Colburn claimed his
heart, then nearly shoved a stake through it. For that, he should end her life-brutally and without remorse. But with old enemies closing in
fast and a dangerous new evil terrorizing New York-an evil only Jacinda can stop-Gabriel has one choice: trust her, or they're both going
down. Risking his heart again was never part of the plan, but when a sneak attack leaves Jacinda on death's doorstep, Gabriel knows he's in
too deep to turn back now. He'll do whatever it takes to protect his little moonflower. To stand by her side as they burn their foes to ash.
But if there's one thing life in the shadows has taught them, it's this: No matter how many enemies you destroy today, the ghosts of the
past will always hunt you down. And one way or another, they'll always make you pay...
Dark Surf Oct 27 2019 SHARK! Few words have such heart-stopping power--particularly among surfers. When 23-year-old Jake Ryder sees his
best friend, Cody, wash up on a Southern California beach after being killed by a great white shark, he can't let it go. Jake's quest to
find the last surfer to see Cody alive leads him to the Nomads, a shadowy tribe that hits the waves only after the sun sets. Led by Tristan
Pierce, the first of a new breed of vampires, the Nomads are at the center of a growing number of dead and missing surfers. Also on the
bloody trail is Lani Marley, an undercover FBI agent who befriends Jake to infiltrate the Nomads but soon falls for Tristan...
Buffy the Vampire Slayer Adult Coloring Book Oct 08 2020 Created by the multi-talented Joss Whedon and beloved the world over, your
favorite characters and moments from the Buffy television series are all represented in this engrossing adult colouring book. Containing 45
intricately-detailed original illustrations, you can add your own colours to Buffy and the good guys as well as all the big bad guys!
Nectar Apr 13 2021 Want a new book boyfriend that bites? Come and meet Tristan.Like captive dark romance? Jealous & possessive alphas who
will chase down the wayward heroine who thinks she needs to escape? Get hot and bothered by sexy vampires? The Nectar Trilogy could be right
up your street!Kyla Spencer refuses to feel. Feelings are messy;they're painful; they hold you back. Due to a painful past she keeps
everyone at arm's length. When the going gets tough, Kyla can deal. But when the going makes her try to feel...she gets going. But when she
is abducted and presented as a gift to Tristan, a bored vampire prince who is destined to become something akin to a king, she has to face a
few facts. Beyond facing that vampires are real Kyla has to face emotions that Tristan won't let her run from. And why the heck does he
smell and taste like dessert, anyway? This is a dark romance.Tristan is a vampire with a ravenous but insatiable appetite. For ten years he
hasn't once had his hunger sated. He feeds constantly, looking for satisfaction and because his favourite way to feed is during sex he goes
through a lot of women. But when Kyla is brought to him as a gift to celebrate a surprise promotion that gets him to the last rung of the
ladder before becoming king his world is turned on its axis. From the second their eyes lock he knows there's something different about her.
After he gets a taste of Kyla, neither of them will ever be the same.This is the first book in a series about blood, lust, bloodlust,
danger, sex, deceit, inner turmoil, love, and finding your true self."Between the taste of you, the taste of your blood, and the way you
look at me, I haven't felt this... alive... in... maybe ever.""Dimples, blue eyes, tall, dark, and movie-star beautiful? The man was almost
totally constructed out of kryptonite. Almost. The fangs? Yeah, not so much..."This book is book #1 in a trilogy and it does end on a
cliffhanger.Books 2 and 3 (or a discounted box set) are also available.
Black Sunshine Sep 30 2022 A standalone contemporary dark romance with a vampire twist, from the New York Times bestselling author of A
Nordic King and Sins & Needles All Lenore Warwick wants for her 21st birthday is to hang out with her friends, finish her second year at
Berkeley with flying colors, and maybe catch the eye of a hot musician playing a show at a club that she can now (legally) get
into.Unfortunately, fate has other plans for her.A week before her birthday, she's kidnapped by the brooding and dangerous stranger with
cold eyes and a lethal touch, who has been stalking her on San Francisco's fog-shrouded streets. Absolon Stavig isn't your average criminal
though. He's a centuries-old vampire who's caught between wanting to kill Lenore and wanting to save her.You see Lenore, too, is a
vampire.She just doesn't know it yet.Taken by a pair of vampire slayers when she was just an infant, Lenore was raised never knowing her
true nature. All Lenore knows is that she has (normal) parents who love her, that she's exceptionally smart, and she's squeamish around
blood. But once she turns twenty-one, she'll fully turn into a vampire, and Solon hopes he'll be there to guide her, opening her eyes to her
deepest hunger...both sexual and otherwise.But this turning can't be kept a secret. Soon both slayers and vampires are hunting Lenore, with
only Solon and his unpredictable motley crew of vampires to save her.If they don't kill her first.Black Sunshine is a dark adult standalone
romance with a paranormal twist, about sex, love, secrets, and revenge, set in contemporary San Francisco. CONTENT WARNING: as a vampire
romance with a sexy bite, it features blood, blood play, cutting, bondage, and scenes of dubious consent
The Dark Heroine Oct 20 2021 The Dark Heroine: Dinner with a Vampire, the debut novel from Abigail Gibbs, is a thrilling paranormal novel
set in London with unforgettable characters and haunting romance. When party girl Violet Lee stumbles upon the charming and wicked vampire
Kaspar Varn, she embarks on a dangerous adventure through London’s darkest streets and poshest neighborhoods. As their attraction
isundeniable, the pair succumb to their desires, but at what cost? Fans of A Discovery of Witches and Stephanie Meyer’s Twilight books won’t
be able to resist this tale from Wattpadd-sensation Abigail Gibbs. The Dark Heroine is an edgy and wild fantasy; an impossibly sexy read.

The Dark Vampire Jun 03 2020 Jenner has a fierce, vampiric hunger in him that can never be quenched. But when he meets Bria, so protected
and sheltered she's nearly impossible to have, Jenner knows she is his mate. They both must feed on each other in order to satisfy the
cravings that burn within them...
Vampire's Promise Feb 09 2021 After living through the horrors an evil demigod cast on humanity, Gwen is left with nothing to fight for.
Peace may be great for mortals, but as a guardian, she is used to battling and blood. With all of her brethren now mated, it has left her
adrift and alone in this new world. Her only excitement is bouncing at Roxie’s bar. That is until her visions show her the one thing she
thought she would never see. Kian, son of… Well, he isn’t really sure who he is anymore. His mother, Goddess of Destruction, has lied to him
his entire life. Stories of his true father have been whispered in his ear and now he is hellbent on uncovering the truth. When he steps
into another dimension, he discovers the true depths of deception, but before he can learn who he really is, the demigod is tossed into
Khedeus’ prison simply for the crime of being born. Pushed together by a vengeful God, Gwen knows the moment she lays eyes on Kian he
belongs to her. The demigod is wary and with good reason. To him, she is nothing more than another lie, but fate has plans for them both.
The world is once again in danger, but this battle isn’t hers. To save her mate, she will pay the ultimate price.
The Dark Vampire Jul 29 2022 PASSION RULES IN DARKNESS. Jenner is a newly turned vampire who stalks the night like a wild beast of prey,
hunting and feeding his appetites with a string of willing women...and always wanting more. Nothing can satisfy the aching hunger that burns
inside him—until he crosses paths with a beautiful, innocent vampire who sets his soul on fire. Bria has never been able to escape the
confines of her uncle’s home. But when the smolderingly sexy Jenner saves her—and promises to be her bodyguard—Bria is brought to a dark
world of dangerous, insatiable desire. But once they feed upon each other, they expose themselves to an evil that they never saw
coming...and now there’s no turning back. Will they divide and conquer—or stay together and lose it all to lust?
Interview with the Vampire Jun 23 2019 The spellbinding classic that started it all, from the #1 New York Times bestselling author—the
inspiration for the hit television series “A magnificent, compulsively readable thriller . . . Rice begins where Bram Stoker and the
Hollywood versions leave off and penetrates directly to the true fascination of the myth—the education of the vampire.”—Chicago Tribune Here
are the confessions of a vampire. Hypnotic, shocking, and chillingly sensual, this is a novel of mesmerizing beauty and astonishing force—a
story of danger and flight, of love and loss, of suspense and resolution, and of the extraordinary power of the senses. It is a novel only
Anne Rice could write.
The Story of Son Sep 26 2019 First released in the anthology Dead After Dark, dive into this hot novella from #1 New York Times bestselling
author J.R. Ward. Available for the first time ever as a standalone ebook, get lost in the sinful pleasures of a vampire so obsessed with
one woman, he will relinquish her blood, if only he can have her heart... Held captive by a dark, seductive vampire with an unworldly
hunger, the beautiful Claire Stroughton fears her life as a lawyer has irrevocably taken a turn for the worse. But when this deeply sensualand highly dangerous-vampire convinces Claire that his desire for her is stronger than his lust for blood, she is compelled to give
everything up to him, body and soul...in The Story of Son.
Blood at Dusk Jul 17 2021 Will she forgive him for his sins, or is their bond destined to fracture before it's even forged? KORA Everything
changed when the vampires arrived. I'm starving, alone in a dark cave, and grieving those who I lost. But I'm not giving up just yet. I'm a
fighter, a survivor. A little fear won't get in my way. A vampire will, though. And he chooses the worst time to show himself. Only he
doesn't want blood... He wants something even more sacred. Something I'm not willing to give away. ALDEON I am dhampir, and I've been lost
to the bloodlust like many of my people. Yet I awaken from the haze, only to find myself in a strange world, drinking from even stranger
beings. When I catch her scent, everything changes. The Calling awakens deep within, and I know she is my mate. My fated. But she is
different. She is human, native to this land, and in dire trouble. A mysterious enemy leads a horde of maddened dhampirs straight to her
dwelling, ready to drink her dry. It is my duty to protect her. I'll fight to the death if I must. And when the time is right, I will claim
her as mine. "Adult fans of Stephenie Meyer and Richelle Mead will love this new Vampire Paranormal Romance." If you enjoy enemies to
lovers, fated mates, telepathic vampires, blood bonds, and a romance so hot you have to stuff your face in the freezer to recoup, then
you're in the right place.
The Darkness Aug 25 2019 In the wake of their battle at Masada, the Neteru return to San Diego believing that they have eradicated the
demon horde and Lilith's spawn, unaware that they are on the brink of Armageddon, the anti-Christ has been born, daywalkers Fallon Nuit and
Sebastian are creating master vampires at a record level, and the dark realms are preparing for the ultimate horror. Original. 40,000 first
printing.
Dark Ages May 27 2022 Dark Ages: Vampire takes you to the nights before the Camarilla, when kine truly had reason to be afraid of the dark.
The vampires of this bygone age ride the dark as lords, play their games with the crowned heads of Europe, and travel to the mysterious
lands of the East as they wage their ages-old war. The diablerie of saulot, the waking of Mithras, the destruction of Michael the patriarch,
the return of the Dracon -- it all means the time of reflection is over. The Inquisition stirs and the time to act is now. Across Europe,
monarchs of the night set princes and barons at each other's undying throats. Young vampires take to the field ready to claim their domain
and become powerful lords in their own right. Blood calls to blood. The Dark Medieval is a very different time than the modern Final Nights.
Cainites group in clans high and low, swear fealty to ancient vampiric monarchs and follow their roads of enlightenment in the same way
mortals do religions. Ashen priests and princes face off in a violent world lit only by torches and fear. Dark Ages: Vampire Revised Edition
is your complete guide to this time.
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